
COMP-202
More Complex OOP



Defining your own types:

Remember that we can define our own 
types/classes.

These classes are objects and have attributes and 
behaviors



You create an object or an instance of a class, by 
using the new operator.

type variablename = new type( [parameters])

parameters can be there or not, depending on how 
you wrote the constructor



Motive to create our own type:

Let's say we have a desire in our program to use a 
type that isn't built in.

One solution is to use an enum

However, sometimes this will not work.



Creating a huge int:

Suppose we have a program that needs to store a 
very large number. This happens a lot in 
cryptography.

We could try using a long, but this may not be 
sufficient in some cases.

On Friday, we started to create our own class 
called LongLong, which will treat 2 longs as 1



In order to make a LongLong useful, we 
will have to do things like define how 
to add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
them together.



public static void main(String[] args){
//LongLong l = 11111232312312312313123;
//we can't do the above!

LongLong big= new LongLong(12345678910,
       12345678910);

     //we want this to store the number
     //1234567891012345678910 which is too long
     //to fit into a normal long

(continued)



    LongLong big2= new 
LongLong(12345678910,
       12345678910);

//    LongLong big3 = big1  + big2;
// we can't do the above either

LongLong big3 = big1.add(big2);
// OR
LongLong big3 = LongLong.add(big1,big2);
}



To do this, we will store 2 numbers as long

long firstPart;
long secondPart;

Some useful methods:

add()
subtract()
multiply()
print()



In addition, we need someway to set the two 
parts from outside of the class.

We can do this in a constructor that that takes 
two longs as arguments.

We also may want to add
getFirstPart();
getSecondPart();
setFirstPart();
setSecondPart();



For adding, we add things digit by digit. Note 
that we have to be very careful when we add 
things to avoid a number being larger than the 
largest possible int.

L1 ---> stores as firstPart = 1
           secondPart = 2
L2 ----> stores as firstPart 2
          secondPart = 3

Result of L1+L2 : firstPart = 3, secondPart=5



But what if the secondPart already stores the 
biggest possible int? Then this will cause a 
problem.

For example, suppose the biggest int is 100 for 
simplicitiy.

L1: firstPart = 50, secondPart = 60
L2: firstPart = 10, secondPart = 50
60 + 50 is bigger than 100 !



Steps to adding 2 LongLong:

1)Start with the right most digit of the second 
part

2)Add the 2 digits. Store the carry result into a 
variable carry (could be zero)

3)Add the next 2 digits together and add the 
result carry

4)Continue until you reach end of secondPart
5)Do the same for firstPart



In base 10, to get the nth digit of a number x, we 
can use the following:

 x % 10^(n) / 10^(n-1)

In binary, we would use the same except with 2 
instead of n.

x % 2^(n) / 2^(n-1)



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24



Ex: Suppose we are in base-10 still and the 
biggest number we can store is 99

LongLong x1 :  33 58
LongLong x2:   03  24
                        _______
                        36    82 --> LongLong total
8+4 = 2, set carry = 1
5+2 + carry = 8, set carry = 0
3+3 + carry = 6, set carry = 0
3+0 + carry = 3, set carry = 0



To implement this on a computer, we must do the 
following:

define a variable carry, initialize to 0
For every digit n from the right until the left do 

the following:
define x = nth digit of 1st number
define y = nth digit of 2nd number
if (x+y) is 2 digits, then set carry = 1
else carry = 0
total = total + (x+y)%2 *  2^n



We will have to do this in 2 separate for loops.

One loop to compute the secondPart of our new 
LongLong

One loop to computer the firstPart of our new 
LongLong



Exercise at home:
Try this with subtraction. It will be very similar, 

but remember the method for “borrowing” from 
the next column.

Hint: Have something like the following
int borrow = 0;
for ( ...........)  {
if (firstDigit – borrow – secondDigit < 0) {

}
}



Once you have written the subtract method, it 
will be very easy to deal with negative 
numbers.

There are 4 cases:
a,b both positive (we wrote this)
1 is negative, one is positive (we can write in 

terms of subtract)
both are negative: we can write in terms of -1 * 

the “normal” addition



Using a LongLong as part of a more complex 
object:

Once we have define the type LongLong, we can 
use it as any other type.

This includes using it as part of the definition of 
another type!



public class LongLongVector {
     private LongLong x;

private LongLong y;
private LongLong z;

.....

}



public class LongLongVector {
pubic LongLongVector(LongLong x, 

LongLong y, LongLong z) {
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.z = z;

}

}
Because LongLong is a reference, this does NOT 

make a copy of the values stored



The significance of this is you have now created 
an alias between the two. Suppose somewhere 
(i.e. in a main method) you write:

LongLong x = new LongLong(1,2);
LongLong y = new LongLong(5,6);
LongLong z = new LongLong(8,9);

LongLongVector llVector= new 
LongLongVector(x,y,z);

x.setFirstPart(4);



The significance of this is you have now created 
an alias between the two. Suppose somewhere 
(i.e. in a main method) you write:

LongLong x = new LongLong(1,2);
LongLong y = new LongLong(5,6);
LongLong z = new LongLong(8,9);

LongLongVector llVector= new 
LongLongVector(x,y,z);

x.setFirstPart(4); --->Changes llVector too!!!!



public class LongLongVector {
pubic LongLongVector(LongLong x, LongLong y, LongLong z) {

this.x = new LongLong(x.getFirstPart(), x.getSecondPart());
this.y = new LongLong(y.getFirstPart(), y.getSecondPart());
this.z = new LongLong(z.getFirstPart(), z.getSecondPart());

}

}

Because getFirstPart() and getSecondPart() return 
primitive types, we now have copied everything 
over and don't need to worry about duplicates



Another option is to not have a setFirstPart() or 
setSecondPart() method.

This makes it impossible to ever change a LongLong after you create it.

In fact, this is how Strings work.

Important distinction:
LongLong longlong = new LongLong(3,4);
longlong = new LongLong(6,7); 
/*This does not change the LongLong . Rather, it creates a brand new 

LongLong */



Another option is to not have a setFirstPart() or 
setSecondPart() method.

This makes it impossible to ever change a LongLong after you create it.

In fact, this is how Strings work.

Important distinction:
LongLong longlong = new LongLong(3,4);
longlong = new LongLong(6,7); 
/*This does not change the LongLong . Rather, it creates a brand new 

LongLong */



Packages
We have seen in Java that:

A group of commands makes a method
A group of methods makes a class

A package is a group of classes



Packages
There are many packages that come with Java standard library.

java.lang –general (includes String and System)
java.util – utilities (really! with that name!?) -- (includes Scanner)
java.io – input and output classes (for writing to files)
java.awt and java.swing – GUI classes



Packages
There are 2 ways you can use a class that is part of a package:

The first is to use the entire, “fully qualified” name

java.util.Scanner scan = new java.util.Scanner(System.in);

This works because the Scanner class is part of the java.util package.

If you do this, you do not have to write import java.util.Scanner ! 
(Yeah, dude it's totally awesome!)



Packages
When you import a package with an import statement, you tell Java to 
consider that package as well when looking for classes.

So if you write

import java.util.Scanner;

Then when it sees the token “Scanner” it will scan the package 
java.util for it

Note: java.lang.* is automatically imported even if you don't write 
anything.



Analyzing System.out.println()
System is a class inside of the java.lang package

out is a public static attribute of the System class.

static ---> write the name of a class before the .
public --->means I can use it outside
attribute---> in general, you can only write an attribute or a behavior 
after the dot. Since we write a . AFTER “out” as well, then it must be 
an attribute

“out” is actually an object itself. This object, we are calling the 
println() method on.



Example: ArrayList
Are you sick of having to resize arrays by copying values one at a 
time?

Tired of manually searching for values in an array?

Well....then use ArrayList   !



Example: ArrayList
ArrayList<int> foo = new ArrayList<int>();

foo.add(3);

System.out.println(“The array size now is” + foo.size());

foo.add(4);

System.out.println(“The array size now is” + foo.size());

System.out.println(“3 is located at position” + foo.indexOf(3));



Using command line arguments
Ever wondered what the deal with String[] args is ?

For the most part, we have been running our programs by typing

java NameOfClassWithMainMethod

However, you can also type

java NameOfClassWithMainMethod some other words or 123 
numbers

When you do this, the array args is initialized to values
{“some”, “other”, “words”, “or”, “123”}



Using command line arguments
Why would I want to do this?

One potential motivation is to run your program automatically but 
with slightly different inputs each time.



Using command line arguments
public class CommandLineArgEcho {

public static void main(String[] args) {
System.out.println(args[0]);

}
}

/*now when I run my program, I'll get different results*/

java CommandLineArgEcho 5 ---> prints 5
java CommandLineArgEcho hello -----> prints hello



Using command line arguments
This is better than reading from the keyboard because we can line up a 
whole bunch of calls to a program in a row.

It is possible, for example, using a batch or bat  file to run your 
program hundreds of times in a row with different inputs



Using command line arguments

In the preceding example, what do you think would happen if you 
wrote:

java CommandLineArgsEcho

(without anything afterwards)?



Using command line arguments

Array out of bounds error!


